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Webinar 1: Preparing a Traffic Impact Assessment
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Supported by the African Development Bank in Partnership with the International Road Federation 
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Important Practical Notes

 Interpretation to French
When you join
During the meeting
Questions may be asked / written in French

 Schedule
Q&A

 Proceedings
Recording 
Presentation



A long-standing partner for African cities
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https://www.afdb.org
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Setting the Context

• Africa’s rapid urbanization brings a host of 

new challenges in the provision of safe 

and efficient mobility services. 

• Poor urban planning, inadequate 

transport infrastructure & services, have 

traditionally represented major 

roadblocks in the quest for sustainable 

urban development. 
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Setting the Context

• Africa’s rapid urbanization brings a host of new challenges in the provision of safe and 

efficient mobility services. 

• Poor urban planning, inadequate transport infrastructure & services, have traditionally 

represented major roadblocks in the quest for sustainable urban development.

• African cities are well positioned to exploit advances in traffic planning tools & traffic 

management systems to durably transform their urban mobility landscape. 

• Tanga City ‘safe & sustainable transport action plan’
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Program Foundation

• Main goal: provide capacity building & mentorship services supporting the formulation of 

city-specific and implementation-ready strategies 

• 4 Practice Areas:

✓Traffic Engineering & Impact Analysis 

✓Urban Congestion & Environmental Management  

✓Designing Safe Cities for Public & Non-Motorized Transport  

✓Establishing & Evaluating Municipal Road Safety Strategies 
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Program Workflow

Orientation Webinar

24 January

Traffic Impact Assessments – Part 1

Virtual - 2 February

Traffic Impact Assessments – Part 2

Virtual - 2 March

Designing Safe Cities for NMT

Virtual - 8 February

Municipal Road Safety Strategies

Virtual - 8 March

Instructor-led Workshops

Accra - April 25, 2023

Draft

Action 

Plan

Track 2Track 1

Certificates
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Save the Date

3rd IRF Africa Regional Congress – April 25-28, 2023

“Delivering Tools for Connectivity”

Accra International Conference Center, Ghana

https://www.irf.global/event/afrc3/

✓ Complimentary access for program participants

✓ Instructor-led workshops (April 25)

https://www.irf.global/event/afrc3/
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Leveraging Traffic Impact Assessments

“African cities are being multi-tasked to  account  for  traffic  congestion,  lower  delays,  

lower  carbon  emissions,  and  increase  the  accessibility of existing and new 

developments while contributing to cleaner air quality”

Track Champion:  Mr. Adam Lynch, Senior Traffic Engineering Specialist,  PTV 



Adam Lynch
Senior Product Manager, PTV Group

GUIDELINE FOR CITIES IN AFRICA

Preparation of a Traffic Impact Assessment



Adam Lynch

Senior Product Manager - Traffic Engineering

I am the Senior Product Manager for Traffic 
Engineering and Technical Product Manager for 
Vistro at PTV Group with 18 years of industry 
experience.

With a focus on global Traffic Engineering, I listen 
to our customers' needs and evaluate how to 
improve our product portfolio. 

My job is to keep an eye on global market trends 
and technologies and bring new opportunities and 
innovations to PTV.



Class Format Date

01 Preparation of a TIA: Webinar 1 Webinar 1 Feb 02, 2023

02 Conducting a TIA: Webinar 2 Webinar 2 March 02, 2023

03 TIA practice exercise Homework Due April, 2023 
(TBD)

04 Using software to analyze TIAs Classroom
AFRC3-Accra April, 2023 (TBD)

Workshop schedule



Course Partners:

International Road Federation African Development Bank Africa Transport Policy Program



Establish TIA guidelines and approach for 
the following group:
• Governments

• Engineers and planners

• Consultants

• Architects and designers

• Land developers

Course Target Group

Private 
Developers

Government 
agencies

Planners, Architects, 
Engineers

TIA Consultants



Published 2021 by the AfDB

Free PDF download

Based on widely adopted international 
practices

Course References

www.ssatp.org/publication/traffic-impact-
assessment-tia-guideline-cities-africa

http://www.ssatp.org/publication/traffic-impact-assessment-tia-guideline-cities-africa


01 What is a traffic impact Assessment?

02 Proposed  developments and study levels

03 Project understanding and assumptions

04 Traffic impact assessment outline

05 Site access and circulation review

06 Traffic surveys and data collection

07 Analysis of existing/opening year conditions

Today’s Agenda



08 Trip generation

09 Trip distribution, mode splits, and assignment

10 Future horizon years

11 Capacity analyses (review)

12 Safety analyses

13 Proposed mitigation measures

14 Review and approval process

Next Workshop



Workshop Rules

• Write questions in the chat.

• Try to fit in Q&A between sections.

• General Q&A at the end.



01 What is a Traffic Impact Assessment?

Chapter 2



Definition of a Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA)

A TIA is a process undertaken on the adjacent 
transport network to show agencies how 
proposed developments:

Ensure safe operation (multimodal);

Accommodate future traffic growth; and

Responsibility integrate into the area.



Objectives of a TIA

For all transport modes, the key objectives of 
a TIA are to:

Identify impacts

Develop feasible plans to avoid, manage, 
and mitigate development impacts.

Start/End



Benefits of a TIA

Benefits to both private and public stakeholders:

Minimize damage to person and property for all users 
with safe access and use.

Improve site accessibility for all users

Integrates the site into the existing/future road/ public 
transport networks and minimizes delays.

Reduces the risk of reconstruction work.

Ensures high environmental standards are maintained.



Development projects Transportation Projects Environmental Projects

Where to apply TIAs

A TIA is required for the improvement of existing or development of new projects, 
which would generate significant additional traffic and have an impacts.

Commercial and Office
Hotels and Residential
Schools and Hospitals
Industrial
Leisure and Sporting areas

Roads and Intersections
Highways and Bridges
Ports and Airports
Temporary Traffic Diversion
Public Transportation System

Air Pollution
Noise Pollution
Visual Intrusion



02 Proposed  developments and study levels

Chapter 3



Proposed development/modification

Establishing the scope

The following scope items should be first described 
by the developer (public/private):

Location Map

Brief description and background of the 
project/development

Proposed land-use and “Area Statement” (size)

Describe the project phasing/staging

Construction schedule (completion/opening year)

Phase 1: 2028

Phase 2: 2030

Phase 3: 2032Phase 4: 2034

Phase 5: 2036



Area Statement Table Example

Determining the size

The area statement table determines the TIA level:

Lists all developments and phases in the planned schedule

Size and unit of the development*

*See Appendix A for 
published land use and 
parking data



Levels of a TIA

Level 1: Low Impact (<100 Peak Hour Trips)

Review site access and circulation

Review geometric design, including external road network

Evaluate entrance and exit connection capacities

Opening year assessment

Level 2: Medium Impact (100-500 Peak Hour Trips)
Level 1 plus:

Analysis of adjacent roadway’s key intersections and known 
congestion points

Opening year and future year assessments

Level 3: High Impact (>500 Peak Hour Trips)
Level 1 and 2 plus:

Analysis expansion to where the development contributes 
5% more traffic on existing roadways or to intersections

Opening year and future year assessments

1

2

3

Chapter 3.2



03 Project understanding and assumptions 

Chapter 3.2

Chapter 4.1



Establish project memos and kickoff meetings

Get an early and clear understanding

Document assumptions and approvals!

Maintain clear communications with 

Developers and consultants

Approving agencies

No one wants a surprise

Notify project team and approvers of changes

Project scope, size, delay, schedule…

Get in the queue early for project reviews

Changes increase project costs and time delays!



Verification of TIA assumptions

Common topics for the developer/consultant to agree upon with the agency

Project land-use or zoning changes
Area statement and project description

Project phasing and other “planned” developments
Existing, opening year(s), future(s) year

Local traffic growth rate details and sources

Project scope (size of study area/intersections and TIA level)
Access points to project

Data collection plans or traffic data sources (counts, trip gen)

Applicable policies to consider
Regulations, design manuals, local requirements.

*See Chapter 4.1: Review and 
Approval Process for pre-application 
and scoping meeting details



04 Traffic impact assessment components

Chapter 3



TIA Components

See Chapter 3

3.1: Proposed 
development

3.2: Study basis & planning 
assumptions

3.3: Analysis of existing 
conditions

3.4: Traffic survey & data 
collection

3.5: Site access & 
circulation review

3.6: Trip generation & 
parking demand

3.7: Trip distribution, 
mode split, & assignment3.8: Projected traffic flows

3.9: Capacity analysis 3.10: Safety analysis 3.11: Proposed mitigation 
measures

3.12: Conclusions & 
recommendations



TIA outline and checklist

See Chapter 4

Always use your local agency requirements

Support document with plenty of tables and 
figures

Match your TIA level requirements

Include meeting as assumption information 
in the appendix.

Know your audience, reviewers, and 
stakeholders.
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Chapter 3.5

Site access and circulation review

Policy guides 
layouts & data 

collection plans



Impacting circulation

Access management Policies
Collector roads on major streets

Intersection distance requirements

Limited access restrictions

Unsignalized turn restrictions

Geometry
Intersection distances

Road configuration (1-way?)

Medians

Sight Distance

Public Transportation Facilities

Emergency Services

Policies & Layout



Circulation highlights

Balance the site architect’s and developer’s 
wishes with engineering and planning.

Circulation should consider all modes and 
vehicle types (turn radii, pedestrians, bicycles)

Safe and smart connections

How do pedestrians cross and navigate parking 
areas? (slow and visible)

How do public transport riders access the site? 
(walkable)

Good lighting and drainage



Parking Highlights

See chapter 3.5 for details

Directly related to generated site trips, 
internal capture, turnover rates, & mode 
splits:

Clear parking and circulation patterns

Compliant pavement markings

Accessible for disabled users

Parking for all modes, including bicycles. 
(secure)

Fits design vehicles
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Chapter 3.4

Traffic surveys and data collection



How much data is the right amount?

Good data is critical element to the TIA

Data collection is highly dependent on the following:

TIA scope and level

Final development design

Any design or mitigation iterations

Valid and available data sets

Some agencies have good/current and accessible data sets

Some agencies always require new local counts

Can you find the peak hour or justify a new traffic signal?



Data collection tips

Balance upfront costs versus backend savings and quality

Data is the foundation of a TIA

Pay attention to local guidelines

Get approval on data collection plans

Don’t penny-pinch: 

Data collection + processing can be 25% - 30% of the budget.

Good data collection = time savings during analyses, reporting, reviews.

Merging existing data sources could cost more than collecting data.

Bad data justifications can delay project, yield a negative approval, 
produce false KPIs resulting in over/under design mitigations and 
diminished overall safety…..



Make a data collection plan

Get agency approval!

Data collection plan should be documented: 

Count locations:

What is new?  What are from other available data sources? 
How old is supplemental data?
Turn movement counts?  Roadway counts?

Count times: 

Weekly/hourly, days, season, event, holidays 
Peak periods (AM/mid-day/PM…others)
Matches the purpose of development or typical day

Count classes: 

Vehicle, trucks, bus, pedestrians, bicycles, scooters…

Vehicle speeds / Travel times

School

Mid-day

Holidays

Weather

Seasonal



Data collection coverage

Make a map and indicate count types

Manual Turn-movement counts (short-term)
Peak periods, (3, 4, to 8 hours, 15-min bins)

Used for traffic signal justifications

At intersections or driveway locations

Pedestrians, bicycles, truck classifications.

Manual Classified Counts (short-term)
Tubes, video (roadway)

Automatic Traffic counts (long-term)
Video, microwave, radar (intersection/roadway)

Big data sources
Origin/destination, some counts
Speeds, classifications

X Turn-movement counts (8-hour)
X Driveway count (8-hour)

Manual classified count (48-hour)
Historical ADT (City Source)

1

2

3

4

5

6 7 8

8

1011

Travel Time – GPS (peak hours)
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Chapter 3

Analysis of existing conditions



Document existing conditions

Utilize photos, maps, and figures

Describe and summarize following in the study area: 

Land-use, zoning around the development site

Developments under construction

Conditions of roadway (physical and capacity)

Parking conditions (on or off street, regulations, illegal parking)

Public transportation infrastructure

Pedestrian, bicycle infrastructure (connectivity)

Safety (blackspots/hotspots, lighting, sight triangles)

Planned/funded roadway/intersection improvements



Count processing

Developing existing background traffic

Review local requirements to 
prepare background counts:

Finding common peak periods

AADTS - Seasonal and day adjustments, 
hourly-factors, scaling.

Heavy vehicle percentages

Right-turn (left-turn) on-red volumes

Peak hour factors

K-factors



Count balancing

Balanced

Smooth/scale other data sources 

Smooth to match counted volumes
Grow to match count year
Document assumptions

Balance counts

Are there sink/source points like 
driveways?
Were counts conducted on the 
same day?
Document assumptions

Driveway

+ -



Summarize “existing” background counts



Calculate background “opening year”

Use approved local growth rate

Scaling existing counts for growth:
Step 1: Calculate Future Traffic Demand with Growth Rate

Could be linear per year or a compound per year
Often a global growth rate is given for the study area

Step 2: Calculate growth Factor

Often used in software to scale base to future volumes.
Often a global factor or % increase is given for the study area

Questions: Do vehicles classes have different scaling?
Cars, heavy vehicles, Pedestrians, bicycles.

Increased bus services?

Document assumptions

𝑖 =
𝐹

𝐵

1
𝑛
− 1

𝐹 = 𝐵 1 + 𝑖 𝑛

Compound traffic growth rate

Growth factor

𝐺𝐹 =
𝐹

𝐵

F = future traffic demand
B = base year demand
i = growth rate
n = number of years between base & future demand
GF = Growth Factor



Summarize “opening year no-build” counts



Capacity analysis methods

Basic guidelines for analyses

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) – deterministic procedures

Level-of-service (LOS) criteria – usability grade of the 
facility/intersection

Facilities should operate at LOS D or better in peak hour.

If LOS is D or worse, base LOS must be maintained/improved.

Urban roadway: speeds and volume/Capacity ratios

Stops and Signals: average and critical movement delay of 
the intersection

Freeway/multi-lane highways: density (passenger cars/km/lane)



Capacity analysis software

Basic guidelines for analyses

Usage of traffic tools (agreed by the local agency) 
should be used with the following capabilities:

Create existing, opening year, and future year scenarios

Conduct TIA trip generation, distribution, and assignments

Automated calculation and Area Statement input 

Signalized, unsignalized, & roundabout intersections

HCM analysis capabilities (or local approved methods)

Vehicle, heavy vehicle, pedestrian, bicycle, & bus modes.

Signal coordination

Network visual and result KPIs

Reporting tools



Existing year analysis

Creating an existing traffic model

Inputs for Capacity analysis
Geometry: Junction and Roadway

Lanes, widths, turns, speeds, intersections, 
crosswalks, driveways, base maps….

Existing Traffic Volumes 

Cars, truck %, bicycles, pedestrians, transit

Factors (PHF, Right-Turn-On-Red, Growth…)
Junction Control

Stops/Priorities, roundabouts, traffic signals 
(signal groups, timings)



Opening year analysis

Calculate Capacity

Should I optimize signals?

Are there funded roadway or 
intersection improvements?

Any developments prior to 
opening year not accounted for in 
growth?

New signal location



Existing/Opening year Analysis

Basis of comparison

Basis of Future year comparisons!

Document deficiencies
Operations

Safety (next workshop)

Parking (next workshop)

Need to protect the developer from full 
mitigation costs (fair-share).

Existing Year Opening Year

Issues are the fault of the new development!



Thank you

Product Manager, PTV Group

Adam Lynch
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